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Daily Mail Features Congresswoman in Nude Photo With
Bong, Weird Tattoo. Lawyers Threaten Lawsuit.
Representative Katie Hill, the leftist from
California who called U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Brett Kavanaugh a “serial predator,”
has admitted that she, too, is a predator.

But even worse than the accusation of an
affair with a man who works in her
congressional office, or her confession that
she carried on with a powerless woman
campaign subordinate, is the revelation that
a member of Congress is a pot-smoking
pervert with a very strange tattoo.

Yesterday, the Daily Mail published those details about the congresswoman, who carried on a long-term
threesome with her husband and the campaign staffer.

Hill’s attorneys threatened to sue.

New Details
The trouble for Hill, an out-of-the-closet “bisexual,” began when RedState exposed the hate-Kavanaugh
congresswoman’s perversions.

Hill’s husband, Kenny Heslep, whom she is divorcing, accused Hill on Facebook of an affair with the
office worker, an allegation the House Ethics Committee is investigating. Hill denies it.

RedState covered that story on October 10. Eight days later, the website published photos of Hill and
the woman campaign aide. Those images included kissing on the mouth and a nude Hill, sitting behind
the woman and brushing her hair.

Yet the affair with the campaign staffer, whom the Mail identified as Morgan Desjardins, also involved
Heslep.

That affair, which began in 2017, ended just this summer. Reported the Mail, “In a text to Desjardins,
Hill wrote that the breakup was ‘maybe partially’ over the ‘political risk’ of the relationship. ‘Honestly
though, it’s that I want to be alone,’ the congresswoman wrote. ‘I don’t want to be accountable to
anyone else. I want to be entirely focused on this work that I think is so important.’”

As for the photos, the Mail obtained but did not publish photos of Hill and Desjardins in a “steamy
shower.”

It did publish a more shocking image: “a naked Hill holding a giant bong filled with a murky brown
liquid, taken on September 11, 2017. On her bikini line is a tattoo of a Nazi-era Iron Cross.”

Hill had called out an individual for posting an image like her tattoo on his Facebook page, the Mail
noted.

Hill’s attorneys wrote to the newspaper to demand that the “spurious nude photos” be removed from
the website and that the “Nazi-era tattoo” claim is “false and defamatory,” the Washington Post
reported.
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Whatever the tattoo on Hill’s pubic area is, “metadata from the picture reveals it was taken on 9/11 in
2017, before marijuana was legalized for recreational consumption in California,” the Mail reported,
although “it is unclear whether the congresswoman had a medical license for the drug at the time.”

Beyond all that, Hill’s perversions weren’t confined to her three-way with Heslep and Desjardins, the
Mail reported:

A former tenant of the estranged couple said Hill and Heslep, had a ‘sexual relationship’ with a 21-
year-old woman in 2010, the same year they were married….

“I can absolutely confirm stuff like this went on even back then,” he told DailyMail.com.

“I left the house after six months because of all the weird sexual stuff going on in the open.

“I walked in on the three of them in some very weird situations a few times so I know there was a
sexual relationship going on.”

Heslep posted photos of Hill on porn-website forums entitled “WouldYouF**kMyWife” and
“wifesharing,” the Mail reported.

Amusingly, Hill claimed she is “going through a divorce from an abusive husband who seems
determined to try to humiliate me.”

“I am disgusted that my opponents would seek to exploit such a private matter for political gain,” Hill
continued. She wants to punish those who leaked the intimate photos. She said Capitol Hill cops are
investigating.

Another Probe
So even as Hill called Kavanaugh a serial predator, she was involved in a sexual relationship with a
weaker subordinate. And she stands accused of a similar relationship with a man in her office.

In a similar development, the House ethics panel has announced its investigation of yet another
Democrat involved with yet another staff member.

“Delegate Michael F. Q. San Nicolas may have engaged in a sexual relationship with an individual on
his congressional staff, converted campaign funds to personal use, and/or accepted improper or
excessive campaign contributions,” the committee announced.

San Nicolas, who represents Guam on Capitol Hill, is accused of using campaign money to commit
adultery with a staff member.
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